
 

Specifications 
 

Frequency Range:    29-512 MHz 
Dimensions: 14" x 17.5" x 5.5" 
Weight: 17 Ounces 
Audio Output: 2 Watts 
Sensitivity: LB .3 uv/m, HB .4 uv/m, UHF .5 uv/m 
@ 12 dB SINAD 
Frequency Control: Single channel synthesized 
Programming: Internal by dealer 
Standard decode Format: Two Tone Sequential 
Optional formats: CTCSS, DTMF 
Code Capacity - 2 Individual calls plus Group call 
Operating voltage: 13.8 VDC (+ 10%) 
Antenna Jack: BNC Type 
Remote Switch Jack (Optional) 3.5 mm IMP 
Output impendence: 4 Ohms 
Operating temperature:  -20C to 60C 
Factory Warranty: One year 
 
 

Prices  
 

Basic 2TR9 with DC Wall transformer,    $310.00 
telescoping antenna and programming 
on the frequency and 2-tone codes of 
your choice. 
 
2TPGK - Programming kit                           50.00 
2TRSO - Relay kit for control of external 
               devices (sirens, doors, etc.)         35.00 
2TBUP -  Battery backup                            50.00 
2TCTC -  CTCSS decode                           50.00 
2TDTM -  DTMF decode                             50.00 
 
Normal delivery - 30 days or less 

 
 
 

 

Our 2TR9.......  

fixed alert monitor receiver provides essentially the 
same functions as a personal alert voice monitor 
receiver such as the Motorola Minitor V or US Alert 
WatchDog.  The 2TR9 can be selectively called using 
standard 2-tone codes to alert personnel in a fixed 
location such as a fire station, school, or other 
locations that need to be alerted in times of 
emergency.  If desired, the 2TR9 can be used for 
connection to an external PA system.  The 
applications are as limitless as your imagination!  
Additional information is available by reviewing the 
Specifications section on the left.  You can order on 
line by going to www.bestpriceradio.com, click on 
Search, and enter Veetronix. 

 
The 2TR9 is just one of a family of selective call receiver products available from Falcon Direct.  
See www.info4u.us/PagerModels.pdf for information on other alerting communications products. 
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